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Abstract:

In this note we introduce some parallel in−core technique for sorting
integer keys which is based on the regular sampling technique. We
sketch an algorithm which is devoted to clusters of non homoge-
neous processors (the speeds of processors and/or the speeds to
access distributed disks in the clusters are correlated by a multi-
plicative constant factor and/or the bandwidth of the underlying net-
work interconnected processors by a switch is not to be supposed to
be identical in whole the network). This note is devoted to show that
sampling techniques are independant (in some way) to the archi-
tecture of the computing system on which we run the sorting program.
In our case, "independence" means that we can guarantee load

 
 

5− Sorting on two sorts of processors with the
sampling technique

In this section we exemplify a sorting problem for which we have
n data to sort on a system of p=4 processors: two processors are
running at 400Mhz and two processors are running at 200Mhz.
Moreover assume that the fastest processors are labelled from 1 to

2 and the slower to 3 to 4. Thus, the speed ratio is k = 
400
200

= 2.

Let n
1

 be the number of data that the processors at 400Mhz should

have to deal with to ensure optimal load balancing and let n
2

 be

the number of data that processors at 200MHz should deal with to
ensure optimal load balancing on the 4 processors system. We
have:

( 1) n
1

+ n
2

= n, (2) n
1

− k.n
2

= 0.

From the two previous equations, it is not difficult to derive:

n
2

= 
n

k+1
 and n

1
= 

k.n
k+1

In the remainder of the note we impose that n
1
, n

2
∈ ℵ .

To go further in our case study we choose now
n = 72⇒ n

1
= 48, n

2
= 24 . That is to say that the two fastest pro-

cessors have 24 data each and the slower processors have 12
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balancing in any case.

1−Introduction and motivations

Sorting in parallel records whose keys come from a linearly ordered
set has been studied for many years. The advent of parallel pro-
cessing, in particular in the context of cluster computing, is pushed
(boosted) by technology and maxims, for instance, one of them say
that the processing time doubles each 18 months or that remote
Read/Write in RAM becomes faster than local Read/Write with the
use of new protocols and network interfaces. Therefore, we need
faster sorts every 18 months build on the top of the technology. But
studies on parallel sorting algorithms are also guided by fundamental
questions about the properties of the inputs and outputs in order to
better capture new architectural paradigms. An important paper dated
from 1993 by Guy E. Blelloch, Leonardo Dagum, Stephen J. Smith,
Kurt Thearling, Marco Zagha is available on line at 
http://www3.shore.net/~kht/text/nasa/nasa.htm [12]. Authors propose
that sorting be considered an important benchmark for both scientific
and commercial applications of supercomputers.  As quoted in the
previous web link, sorting algorithms can be categorized into three
general classes:  counting−based sorts (counting the number of oc-
currences of each possible value),  fixed−topology sorts (use a
fixed interconnection network between the processors, such as a
hypercube or a grid, and that require no data−dependent communi-
cation patterns), and partitioning sorts (select a subset of the keys
that partition the data and then use these partition elements to route
keys to separate sets of processors). There are two main subcate-
gories of partitioning sorts: parallel quicksorts, and sample sorts. Only
sample sorts is under concern in this note as we will see later.

A sorting algorithm is stable if equal keys appear in the output buffer
in the same order as in the input buffer (reader should have a look at
this page about Shellsort [13] and also Robert Sedgewick pages
[14] here). Such tasks typically require that we deal with repeated
applications of comparisons and data−movement operations. Even if
these operations are performed in parallel, in order to obtain good
performance, concrete implementations must take into account not
only the algorithmic techniques for merging/partitioning (pipelining,
divide and conquer, ranking...) but also the constraints due to the
architecture of the machine and the parallel programming language

data each in the initial state. First, each processor sorts the data,
then make a selection of pivots.

Let us now considerer the pivots selection problem. The number

of selected pivots is p (p − 1) = 12. We pick them at position:

6, 12, 18 i.e. 




n
1

p * k



  and we keep the floor; for the two

fastest processors;

3, 6, 9  i.e.




n
2

p * k



  and we keep the floor; for the two

slower processors.

The p (p − 1) = 12 pivots are gathered onto processor 1 (we
guess it is a processor at 400Mhz). On this processor, the 12 pivots
are sorted. Then we keep p − 1 = 3  pivots that define p buckets
as follows. It is the part that is a little bit tricky... and we stay on an
"informal level" of presentation!

Consider the first pivot in the sorted list. Either there is 3 or 6
elements "at his left" depending on the fact that the pivot was se-
lected from a fast or a slow processor. For each pivot, from 1 from
12 we sum the number of elements the pivot traverses until the sum
reaches 24 or 12 depending on the processor we consider (fast or
slow). It is clear that the sum does not necessary reach 24 or 12
exactly, so we stop at the pivot position such that the sum does not
overpass the desired value (24 or 12).

Then the selected (we select first pivots for the slower proces-
sors) pivots are distributed to all the processor. After that step we
continue with steps 3 and 4 of the PSRS (Parallel Sorting by Reg-
ular Sampling) algorithm − see above.

Let us now examine a concrete example. The initial configuration
is as follows:

p1 (400Mhz) contains: 4, 6, 9, 15, 20, 21, 22, 30, 31, 33,
35, 40, 41, 44, 46, 50, 51, 54, 59, 60, 64, 65, 66, 68 and
select pivots: 21, 40, 54.

p2 (400Mhz) contains: 3, 5, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19, 26, 27, 29,
32, 42, 45, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 56, 57, 61, 62, 63, 69 and
select pivots: 18, 42, 53.

p3 (200Mhz) contains: 2, 7, 12, 14, 23, 24, 25, 34, 37, 58,
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used. Despite the great deal of work done in the past on sorting
problems using the PRAM (Parallel Random Access Model), it is still
challenging to specify algorithms and to implement them efficiently on
cluster based systems, we mean systems equipped with fewer com-
monly used processors interconnected by high speed network with
low latency. The special case of non homogeneous clusters, we
mean clusters with processors at different speeds but from the same
manufacturer (a priori) or processors with the same clock speed but
with different speeds to access disks and interconnected in the same
way (with the same bandwidth), is of particular interest for those who
cannot replace instantaneously with a new generation whole the
processors of its cluster but shall compose with old and new pro-
cessors, with old and new disks.

The organization of the note is as follows. In section 2 we review
some techniques based on sampling for sorting in parallel. In Section
3 we briefly introduce the BSP model of parallel computation. In
section 4 we describe a new parallel algorithm based on the regular
sampling technique but we deal with the case of non homogeneous
cluster in Section 4. We exemplify the case with two kinds of pro-
cessors. Sections 6 concludes the paper.

2−Related work on sorting

It is well known that the speedup achieved on a parallel distributed
machine depends largely on the pertinence of strategies for reducing
memory and communication latencies and also on the ways that
overhead of scheduling and synchronization are treated. It is now
well understood that two generic approaches for sorting in parallel
are of particular interest and work in practice (implemented algorithms
are efficient on a variety of multiprocessor architectures) :

 
 
MERGE−BASED:

for this kind of algorithms, the different steps are summa-
rized as follows: (1) each processor contains a portion of
the list to be sorted (2) sort the portions and exchange
them among all the processors (3) merge portions in one
or many steps;

QUICKSORT−BASED:
for this kind of algorithms, the different steps are summa-
rized as follows: (1) the unsorted list is partitioned into a
number of progressively smaller sublists defined by se-

67, 71 and select pivots: 12, 24, 37.
p4 (200Mhz) contains: 1, 8, 16, 17, 28, 36, 38, 39, 43, 55,

70, 72 and selects pivots 16, 36, 43.

(We gave the values after the first initial sorting step which oc-
curs in sequential). The 12 pivots are gathered on processor 1 and
sorted. We obtain the following sorted list: 12, 16, 18, 21, 24, 36,
37, 40, 42, 43, 53, 54  The final desired pivots are 18 (because
between 12..18 we found 12 elements), 36 (between 21..36 we
found 12 elements) and 53 (because between 37 and 53 we found
24 elements). Thus the distribution of data is as follows:

p1 keeps 40, 41, 44, 46, 50, 51; receives 42, 45, 47, 48,
49, 52, 53 from p2; receives 37 from p3 and receives 38, 39,
43 from p4. Thus p1 produces: 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53.  (17 data)

p2 keeps 56, 57, 61, 62, 63, 69 receives 54, 59, 60, 64,
65, 66, 68 from p1; receives 58, 67, 71 from p3 and receives
55, 70, 72 from p4. p2 produces: 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72. (19 data)

p3 receives 4, 6, 9, 15 from p1; receives 3, 5, 10, 11, 13,
18 from p2 and receives 1, 8, 16, 17 from p4. It keeps 4, 6, 9,
15. It produces 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18 (18 data)

p4 receives 20, 21, 22, 30, 31, 33, 35 from p1, receives
19, 26, 27, 29, 32 from p2. It receives 23, 24, 25, 34 from p3.
It keeps 28, 36. It produces 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36. (18 data)

Then we conclude that the ordered final sequence is given by
the data contained on p3, p4, p1, p2.

Conjecture : under the assumption that k ≤ 2 ∧ (p
1

= p
2 )  , in

the last step of the algorithm, each processor merges less than
2n

1
 or   2 n

2
 data respectively.

Note: we can rearrange at the initial step the processors so that
the slower processors are labelled p1 and p2 and the fastest are
labelled p3 and p4.

6− Conclusion

In this note we presented some approaches to implement and
specify algorithms for (stable) sorting on clusters. The algorithms
combine either the good algorithmic and the theoretical properties
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lected pivots (2) sort the sublists for which processors are
responsible.

  
Only a MERGE−BASED algorithm is under concern in this paper,
principally because the result is easier to obtain: it is closed in spirit
to the regular sampling technique (we recall in the next section) for
which we have some result in the case of homogeneous clusters.  We
have experimented in [1 [15]] with such technique for stable algo-
rithms and with the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) toolkit as the
target programming tool. We recall now some information about both
about BSP and about sampling techniques that are widely used.

3−BSP: a concrete an efficient programming model

The bulk synchronous parallel model, introduced by Valiant [2 [16]]
is a general−purpose model in which the properties of the parallel
architectures are captured by four parameters: the number of pro-
cessors p, the time to synchronize the processors, l, the ability of a
network to deliver messages under continuous traffic, g, and the
speed of the machine.

We obtain the value of these parameters experimentally. For a
given architecture, the parameters measured are obtained by utiliz-
ing simple programs: dot product and matrix multiplication for g, cost
of BSP synchronizations (bsp_sync()  primitive for l, one−to−all
and all−to−all for g.

In BSP, programmers predict the run length of any computation in
terms of these parameters and they can rely on performance tools to
automatically perform the task. Thus, one advantage of BSP against
competing approaches (CGM [3 [17]], LogP [4 [18]]) is that some li-
braries (see for instance [5 [19]]) are available for a large number of
platforms on which they can effectively run BSP programs. We use
the standard BSPlib 1.4  library from Oxford university.

The BSP model can be regarded as a generalization of the PRAM
model where the ideal PRAM is obtained for l=g=1 (unitary commu-
nication cost and no parallel slackness).

4−Regular sampling: an efficient technique for sorting

In the Bulk Synchronous Programming model (BSP) the sorting
problem is approached with a technique known as ‘‘sorting by reg-
ular sampling’’ [6 [20],7 [21],8 [22],9 [23],10 [24]].  The following link
[25] about Parallel Sorting by Regular Sampling (PSRS) is very in-
teresting and provides some codes. Note that the BSP implementation

of sorting by the (regular) sampling technique.

 o our knowledge, little work has been performed in BSP
about the efficiency of load balancing for sorting programs, in
particular in the context of non−homogeneous clusters. The
methodology exposed in this note is currently under study. We
have shown experimentally in [1 [55]] that the algorithms devel-
oped for stable sorting in homogeneous clusters are promising.
More research involving experiments with input sizes greater than
512kB and 4MB (which are the cache size of our processors)
should reveal the impact of cache on performance. The experi-
mental study of the choice of the number of pivots is also important
in order to improve performance. Our experiments with the Sujithan
implementation (not stable) seem to demonstrate that performance is

2.5 better with p2 pivots instead of p in all of our implementations
in [1 [56]] which are stable.

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that we expect and hope
that the results in this note will serve to improve in the future the
results of sorting on Network of Workstations in the context of the
fastest Disk−to−Disk sort challenge (see 
http://now.CS.Berkeley.EDU/NowSort/  [57] ) which is stated
as follows: ‘‘how much data can you sort in one minute of elapsed
time?’’ For the 1998 competition, the Berkeley team sorted 8.41 GB
in just 1 minute on 95 Ultra1 machines. The reference [27 [58]]
about a "Simple randomized mergesort on parallel disks" is also
important in the context of out of core computation. The example of
Section 5 sketches a solution in the case of two processors which
are not identical. This problem is very fundamental

Addendum:

 
 

SORTING ON RISC:
If you are interested by sorting problems for RISC pro-
cessors, please refer to [29 [59], 30 [60], 31 [61]].

OUT−OF−CORE SORTING:
The first reference that we should talk about is the Com-
pact Guide to Sorting and Serching [62] by Thomas Nie-
mann which covers in and out of core sorting. For
instance you could get the C−code of the polyphase
merge sort of D. Knuth.  If you are interested by out of core
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by Ronald Sujithan (see 
http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/users/ronald.sujithan/
[26]) is not stable. The primary goal of the paper referenced [1 [27]]
is to introduce BSP implementations for sorting which are stable and
based both on the regular sampling technique which provides good
experimental results and on a BSR algorithm [11 [28]] for sorting
which is stable and stated in a concise way. One of the results ob-
tained in [1 [29]] demonstrate that the use of ShellSort with k parti-
tions as the basic stable sequential brick achieves the best
performances. Note that in [12 [30],13 [31]], Jájá and Helman say
that their algorithm ‘‘can be easily implemented as a stable sort’’ and
it is devoted to cluster systems, more precisely to multilevel hierar-
chical memory systems.

The Sujithan implementation describes an efficient implementation
of ideas presented in [6 [32],7 [33],8 [34]].  It is based on the follow-
ing ideas: initially, each processor contains a portion of the list to be
sorted. Then a merge−based approach is set up in order to sort the
portions and exchange them among all the processors and merged.
The merging of the sorted portions in a merge based approach can
be achieved either in one step or many steps. References [14
[35],9 [36],8 [37],15 [38]] belong to the category of one step merge
based algorithms; references [16 [39],17 [40],18 [41],19 [42],20
[43],21 [44],22 [45],23 [46]] belong to multi steps merge−based algo-
rithms.

In this note we only consider one step merge−based algorithms.
Such algorithms have low communication cost because they move
each element at most once (and at the ‘‘right place’’). Their main
drawback is that they have poor load balancing if we don’t care
about it: it is difficult to derive a bound to partition data into sublists of
‘‘equal sizes’’. A variation of partition based sort is sample sort [24
[47], 27 [48], 25 [49], 26 [50]] which is very simple in spirit: (1) a set
of splitters selected among keys are picked that partition the input
into p buckets (2) based on their values, the keys are sent to the
appropriate bucket − the i th bucket goes to the i th processor (3)
the keys are sorted within each bucket (processor).

It is now well understood that the main practical advantage of
sample sort is that it greatly reduces the communication required
over most of the other sorting algorithms. If there are enough keys per
processor (more than p) then the splitters can be broadcast to all the
processors without a serious overhead, and the data can be routed
to its final destination with a single message. However, because of

sorting research papers, please refer to [28 [63], 32 [64],
33 [65], 34 [66], 35 [67], 36 [68]]. See also the excellent
survey by Jeff Vitter about External Memory Algorithms
and Data Structures [69]. An introduction to external Sort
can be found here [70]. Please, refer also to the pages
about the Dictionary of Algorithms, Data Structures, and
Problems [71] and The Stony Brook Algorithm Repository
[72].

A PRESENTATION ABOUT SAMPLING:
An introduction to sampling techniques for sorting with
many examples which is the presentation (part) that I gave
for IWCC’99 and that I use for our master program is
available here [73].

CODES:
Find in this section our available codes that implement
PSRS and that are developped with PUB7 [74] (universi-
ty of Paderborn, Germany) and  BSPLib [75] (university
of Oxford, UK):

psrs_pub.c [76]: use only bsp_put  communication
primitives and Quicksort as sequential sorting rou-
tine.
psrs_pub_opt.c [77]: use bsp_sendmsg  communi-
cation primitives (message passing routines) and
Quicksort as sequential sorting routine.
psrs_pub_opt_stable.c [78]: use bsp_sendmsg
communication primitives (message passing rou-
tines) and Shellsort as sequential sorting routine.
The implementation provides a stable sort.
psrs_pub_trick_stable.c [79]: use bsp_sendmsg
communication primitives (message passing rou-
tines), QuickSort plus a trick as sequential sorting
routine in order to provide a stable sort. The imple-
mentation requires approximatively two times more
memory storage comparing to the previous codes.
bench_psrs.tar [80] includes 7 codes (for PUB dis-
tribution) with 8 benchmarks (based on those of the
university of Mariland [81]): a) psrs_pub_bench.c
(implementation with DRMA routines), b)
psrs_pub_opt_bench.c  (implementation with
send/receive routines) c) psrs_pub_op-
t_stable_bench.c  (stable sorting implemented
with send/receive) d) psrs_pub_trick_bench.c
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by Ronald Sujithan (see 
http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/users/ronald.sujithan/
[26]) is not stable. The primary goal of the paper referenced [1 [27]]
is to introduce BSP implementations for sorting which are stable and
based both on the regular sampling technique which provides good
experimental results and on a BSR algorithm [11 [28]] for sorting
which is stable and stated in a concise way. One of the results ob-
tained in [1 [29]] demonstrate that the use of ShellSort with k parti-
tions as the basic stable sequential brick achieves the best
performances. Note that in [12 [30],13 [31]], Jájá and Helman say
that their algorithm ‘‘can be easily implemented as a stable sort’’ and
it is devoted to cluster systems, more precisely to multilevel hierar-
chical memory systems.

The Sujithan implementation describes an efficient implementation
of ideas presented in [6 [32],7 [33],8 [34]].  It is based on the follow-
ing ideas: initially, each processor contains a portion of the list to be
sorted. Then a merge−based approach is set up in order to sort the
portions and exchange them among all the processors and merged.
The merging of the sorted portions in a merge based approach can
be achieved either in one step or many steps. References [14
[35],9 [36],8 [37],15 [38]] belong to the category of one step merge
based algorithms; references [16 [39],17 [40],18 [41],19 [42],20
[43],21 [44],22 [45],23 [46]] belong to multi steps merge−based algo-
rithms.

In this note we only consider one step merge−based algorithms.
Such algorithms have low communication cost because they move
each element at most once (and at the ‘‘right place’’). Their main
drawback is that they have poor load balancing if we don’t care
about it: it is difficult to derive a bound to partition data into sublists of
‘‘equal sizes’’. A variation of partition based sort is sample sort [24
[47], 27 [48], 25 [49], 26 [50]] which is very simple in spirit: (1) a set
of splitters selected among keys are picked that partition the input
into p buckets (2) based on their values, the keys are sent to the
appropriate bucket − the i th bucket goes to the i th processor (3)
the keys are sorted within each bucket (processor).

It is now well understood that the main practical advantage of
sample sort is that it greatly reduces the communication required
over most of the other sorting algorithms. If there are enough keys per
processor (more than p) then the splitters can be broadcast to all the
processors without a serious overhead, and the data can be routed
to its final destination with a single message. However, because of
the need to distribute the splitters and the need to sort the sample, it
does not work well when there are a small number of keys per pro-
cessor.  The cost of distributing the p  splitters to each processors
can be alleviated by running multiple passes but this adds to the
communication costs. Another disadvantage of sample sort is that the
buckets are not perfectly balanced at the end. This can require extra
memory and extra communication to balance the data.

The Sujithan implementation is as follows (the size of the regular

sample is n/p2):

Step 1:
Perform a local sort; each processor select p samples which
are gathered onto process zero;

Step 2:

Perform a local sort of p 2 samples; pick p −1 regular pivots 

k from the sorted p 2 samples; (pivots are picked at ip+p/2 (1
≤ i ≤ p−1)  intervals); broadcast these pivot values to all the
processors from processor zero.

Step 3:
Each processor produces p  partitions of its local block using
the p−1 pivots; each processor sends its partition  i (marked
by pivots k and ki+1 to processor i;

Step 4:
Perform a local sort to merge all the partitions received;

With regard to the time complexity of the above algorithm, it is not
difficult to observe that the worst case is dominated by the time cost of
step 4 which is ?  in the Sujithan implementation because it uses
Quicksort. Moreover, some probabilistic arguments (see [6 [51],7
[52],8 [53]]) about pivots arrangements and the redistribution of data
can be used to show that the computational cost can match the op-
timal ?  bound.

The other important property of the code is that during step 3, the
maximal amount of data communicated by a processor is at most

n/p thus incurring a BSP communication cost of g
n
p

  .  In practice,

the cost is much smaller.

The implementation of Sujithan is not stable: it is based on
Quicksort which is not stable and the problem to make Quicksort
Stable is still open (see Robert Sedgewick home page at
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~rs/  [54] )). However, it is an
‘‘a priori’’ efficient code.
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 Virtual Librarian at Monash University   [114]
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the need to distribute the splitters and the need to sort the sample, it
does not work well when there are a small number of keys per pro-
cessor.  The cost of distributing the p  splitters to each processors
can be alleviated by running multiple passes but this adds to the
communication costs. Another disadvantage of sample sort is that the
buckets are not perfectly balanced at the end. This can require extra
memory and extra communication to balance the data.

The Sujithan implementation is as follows (the size of the regular

sample is n/p2):

Step 1:
Perform a local sort; each processor select p samples which
are gathered onto process zero;

Step 2:

Perform a local sort of p 2 samples; pick p −1 regular pivots 

k from the sorted p 2 samples; (pivots are picked at ip+p/2 (1
≤ i ≤ p−1)  intervals); broadcast these pivot values to all the
processors from processor zero.

Step 3:
Each processor produces p  partitions of its local block using
the p−1 pivots; each processor sends its partition  i (marked
by pivots k and ki+1 to processor i;

Step 4:
Perform a local sort to merge all the partitions received;

With regard to the time complexity of the above algorithm, it is not
difficult to observe that the worst case is dominated by the time cost of
step 4 which is ?  in the Sujithan implementation because it uses
Quicksort. Moreover, some probabilistic arguments (see [6 [51],7
[52],8 [53]]) about pivots arrangements and the redistribution of data
can be used to show that the computational cost can match the op-
timal ?  bound.

The other important property of the code is that during step 3, the
maximal amount of data communicated by a processor is at most

n/p thus incurring a BSP communication cost of g
n
p

  .  In practice,

the cost is much smaller.

The implementation of Sujithan is not stable: it is based on

(stable sorting for many duplicates i.e. O(n/p) du-
plicates) e) All the previous codes are implemented
with a Quicksort in the first and last steps of the
PSRS algorithm. We have also developped codes
that use Mergesort (psrs_pub_merge-
sort_bench.c  in the last step and we also devel-
opped psrs_pub_merge_bench.c  that merge
sorted chuncks in the last step. Note that merge
operations require extra memory (O(n/p)) to do the
job. So we have developped a version that do not
have the previous drawback: psrs_pub_quan-
tile_bench.c  (implementation based on the
search of quantiles in the first step of the PSRS al-
gorithm − Quantiles are a set of ’cut points’ that di-
vide a sample of data into groups containing (as far
as possible) equal numbers of observations. The
search of one quantile is linear in time). The last
step of the PSRS is implemented through a Quick-
sort because quantile search does not produce
sorted chunks. It is our most efficient implementation
of PSRS. This tar file also includes the shell script
go.sh  in order to do the measures and 
test−sort.c  which is a PUB program to evaluate
the performance of sequential Quicksort on a single
node.
bspsort.tar.gz [82]: some codes for sorting (stable
and not stable) that we developped (historically
speaking) for BSPLIB 1.4. The implementation of
Sujithan is also included.
Experimental Parallel Algorithmics [83] at the uni-
versity of Mariland. This link provides papers and
sorting benchmarks both for integers and double
precision floating point numbers. Pay attention: the
code to generate the benchmarks is available 
here [84]. See also: EXPAR [85].
NEW
(sept 2001): all.tar [86] our source codes for
out−of−core sorting with a PSRS like algorithm on
clusters with processors at different speed. The im-
plementation is done with MPI.
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Quicksort which is not stable and the problem to make Quicksort
Stable is still open (see Robert Sedgewick home page at
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~rs/  [54] )). However, it is an
‘‘a priori’’ efficient code.
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